Call US :

01794 521355

Price Inc VAT:

£1,029.00
Carriage Free UK Mainland.

Description
The HYW4000P is a new and extremely rugged petrol pressure washer, made by Hyundai. It has a powerful 14.0hp
IC420 Hyundai engine, which helps to drive 15 litres of water per minute through the professionally classified
Italian-made AR pump. Made by Annovi Reverberi, the pump has a powerful flow rate which helps to deliver a maximum
output of nearly 4000psi, meaning that the washer has an extremely high quality clean and finish.
Designed and built for a professional application, the largest of all current Hyuyndai pressure washers is mounted on a
solid base, and has large wheels which are well-balanced and pivot nicely meaning that this 63kg trolley-built unit is very
easily transported around. The large 15m hose and durable lance are included as standard and both have quick release
fittings and connections for fast, easy change of attchments.
As well as the standard 4-piece nozzle set, the pressure washer also comes with a turbo nozzle, rated to a maximum of
4000psi. This is a very effective tool for improving cleaning efficiency and helps to drive even more pressure from the
end of the lance, and shorten the time it takes to clean by as much as 25%.

Features
Heavy-duty Annovi Reverberi (AR) pump for professional use
A high flow rate of 15 litres of water per minute
Powerful 14.0hp Hyundai 4-stroke engine helping to produce a maximum output of 4000psi
Turbo nozzle for high-powered cleaning and quality finish
Rugged frame and solid, well-balanced wheel base
Thermal relief valve to help regulate the temperature of the pump

Specification
Field

Detail

Model Code

HYW4000P

Maximum Pressure Bar/psi

275 bar

Engine Brand

Hyundai

Water Flow Ltr/hr

900 L/h

Engine HP

14hp

Engine Type

HY420

Suction - Yes/No

No

Fuel

Petrol

Motor Power Watts

10400

Trolley Included

yes

Wheel Kit

yes

Pump type

Triplex Italian A.R.

Weight (Kgs)

63

Carriage Free UK Mainland.
Product Pricing
Item Name

Product Description

Price

HYW4000P

4000psi Petrol Pressure Washer

£857.50
ex vat
£1,029.00
inc vat

